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What Do We Know about Upsilon Production 
and collectivity at the LHC?
• From a heavy-ion 

perspective Υ(nS) states 
could  be a 
“thermometer” for a 
QGP
• Different prompt 

fraction, regeneration 
compared to charmonia
states
• So let’s measure in 

Pb+Pb vs pp
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Upsilon Mesons in 5.02 TeV Pb+Pb & pp

• Nuclear Modification

• Centrality and species 
dependent trends as 
expected
• Minimal pT dependence

arXiv:2205.03042
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Upsilon Mesons in 5.02 TeV Pb+Pb & pp

• Nuclear Modification

• Centrality and species 
dependent trends as 
expected
• Minimal pT dependence

• Double ratio cancels 
uncertainties
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Double ratio
Luminosity and !""
corrections cancel out

Acceptance and efficiency 
corrections partially cancel

Consistent with sequential 
melting

Υ 2S + 3S systematically 
lower than Υ 2S

arXiv:2205.03042
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Comparison with Models
• Different approaches to 

explain the suppression
• All invoke deconfinement
• Brambilla – NRQCD: two 

transport coefficients
• Du – kinetic rate equation
• Yao – coupled HF 

transport in QGP

• All agree well with data …

Zvi Citron HP2023 28 March 2023 5
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Comparison with models (RAA)
Models use different 
approach to Υ 2S
suppression

All models include 
deconfinement as a key 
ingredient

Good agreement with 
the data

arXiv:2205.03042

N.Brambilla et al.,
PRD 104 (2021) 094049

M.H.X. Du and R. Rapp,
PRC 96 (2017) 054901

X. Yao et al.,
JHEP 2021 (2021) 46
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CMS Measurement of Υ(nS) and pp 
Multiplicity
• CMS results all the way back in 

2014 show a decrease in 
excited Υ states compared to 
the ground state vs pp 
multiplicity 
• (More detailed measurements 

in 2020)
• Let’s make a detailed study of

Upsilon production and
inclusive tracks
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ATLAS Measurement of Υ(nS) and UE
• Measure the total 

multiplicity in the event 
(and particle kinematics) 
for each Upsilon state
• Precise control of 

background and pile-up
• Use differential particle 

kinematics to reach for 
the UE
• Compare excited to 

ground states 

ATLAS-CONF-2022-023

8Zvi Citron HP2023 28 March 2023
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ATLAS Measurement of Υ(nS) and UE
• Measure the total 

multiplicity in the event 
(and particle kinematics) 
for each Upsilon state
• Precise control of 

background and pile-up
• Use differential particle 

kinematics to reach for 
the UE
• Compare excited to 

ground states 

Y(1S)-Y(2S)

Y(1S)-Y(3S)

ATLAS-CONF-2022-023
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ATLAS Measurement of Υ(nS) and UE
• Measure the total 

multiplicity in the event 
(and particle kinematics) 
for each Upsilon state
• Precise control of 

background and pile-up
• Use differential particle 

kinematics to reach for 
the UE
• Compare excited to 

ground states 

ATLAS-CONF-2022-023

• Shift in UE 
multiplicity across 
different excitation 
states  can be 
understood as 
suppression of 
excited states at 
higher multiplicity

19Zvi Citron HP2023 28 March 2023
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Is there Υ(nS) Suppression in pp Collisions?

• As event multiplicity (should be UE) grows larger, excited Υ states are, 
compared to the ground state, relatively less likely to be found 
• Do the CMS and ATLAS results show some “QGP-like” quarkonium 

“melting”?
• Is it even a suppression? Maybe it’s a lower state enhancement? 
àIn any case seems to be a hard – UE correlated phenomenon 
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Quarkonia Ratios Expected From mT Scaling
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• Transverse mass scaling lets one define an 
expectation for the excited states relative 
to the ground states

• Works well ~universally for light mesons at 
LHC energies

• Looking at Upsilon meson cross-sections 
shows missing excited states at low pT

for Υ 2𝑆 factor of 1.6 are missing 
for Υ 3𝑆 factor of 2.4! 

21Zvi Citron HP2023 28 March 2023
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Co-mover Interaction Model (CIM)
EPJC 81, 669 (2021) 

• Within CIM, quarkonia are broken by 
collisions with comovers – i.e. final state 
particles with similar rapidities.

• CIM is typically used to explain p+A and 
A+A systems, matches CMS Upsilon pp 
data.

• Could it reproduce ATLAS data? Cross-
sections?

22Zvi Citron HP2023 28 March 2023



Summary

• Comparing Pb+Pb and pp Upsilon production implies some 
deconfinement
• Current data doesn’t yet distinguish between deconfinement models

• Evidence from Upsilon mesons that there is some non-trivial 
interaction between the “UE” and a hard scattering in pp collisions
• Appears to be a suppression of excited states
• Effect is large and significant

23Zvi Citron HP2023 28 March 2023



Extra Slides
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Upsilon Mesons in 5.02 TeV Pb+Pb & pp

• Selections:
• Υ(n)S → 𝜇𝜇
• pT < 30 GeV, |y|<1.5
• [Centrality 0-80%]

• Extraction:
• Signal = Crystal Ball + 

Gauss
• Bkg = pol2 or 𝑒𝑟𝑓×𝑒𝑥𝑝

• Raw data already shows 
evolution of excited 
states in Pb+Pb

arXiv:2205.03042
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Systematics
Table 1: Summary of the sources of systematic uncertainty.

Collision type Sources P(1S) [%] P(nS) [%] P(nS)/P(1S) [%]

?? collisions

Luminosity 1.6 1.6 -
Acceptance 0.3–9.3 0.2–4.1 -
E�ciency 2.7–7.0 2.8–4.0 3.0–7.1

Signal extraction 3.1–10.2 4.3–11.9 4.5–12.2
Bin migration <1 <1 -

Primary-vertex association 2.0 2.0 -

Pb+Pb collisions

h)AAi 0.8–8.2 0.8–8.2 -
Acceptance 0.3–9.3 0.2–4.1 -
E�ciency 4.0–15.0 3.9–25.3 4.4–28.8

Signal extraction 3.8–16.3 14.6–28.7 16.6–31.5
Bin migration <2 <2 -

Primary-vertex association 3.4 3.4 -

5 Results

5.1 Di�erential cross-section

Di�erential P(nS) production cross-sections in ?? collisions are measured according to the relation

3
2
f
P (nS)

3?
``

T 3H
``

⇥ B(P(nS) ! `
+
`
�) =

#
corr
P (nS)

�?``

T ⇥ �H`` ⇥
Ø
L3C

,

where B(P(nS) ! `
+
`
�) is the dimuon decay branching fraction, #corr

P (nS) is the P(nS) yield corrected for

acceptance and e�ciencies, �?``

T and �H`` are the bin widths in ?
``

T and H
``, and

Ø
L3C is the integrated

luminosity.

The P(nS) di�erential cross-sections in ?? collisions at 5.02 TeV, multiplied by the respective dimuon
branching fractions, are shown as a function of ?``

T in the left panel of Figure 2.

The per-event yields of P(nS) states in Pb+Pb collisions are defined by

#AA =
#

corr
P (nS)

�?``

T ⇥ �H`` ⇥ #evt
,

where #evt is the total number of minimum-bias Pb+Pb collisions in each centrality class. In particular,
this number is 1.02 ⇥ 109 for the 0–10% centrality interval. Per-event Upsilon yields in Pb+Pb collisions
divided by h)AAi are shown in the right panel of Figure 2. The results for P(3S) mesons are not shown
because their peaks are not statistically significant in Pb+Pb collisions.
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But what about pp?
• Soft sector observables that were once 

(uniquely) associated with a QGP have 
been measured in pp collisions
• Most prominently “flow” which persists to 

low multiplicity pp & even photo-nuclear 
interactions 

• Strangeness enhancement 

• Can we tell a similar Upsilon story?
• Here we look at Upsilon meson 

correlations with inclusive charged 
particles to try to bridge the soft-hard 
gap
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Physics motivation

Strangeness enhancement:
The ratio between (multi-)strange hadron yields and pion 
yields is enhanced in heavy-ion collisions with respect to 
minimum bias pp collisions

Nature Phys 13, 535–539 (2017)
Eur.Phys.J.C 80, 167 (2020)

Ø Is strangeness enhancement in pp collisions 
correlated only with final state particle 
multiplicity, or do initial stage effects play a role?

Ø Is strangeness enhancement in pp collisions 
related to hard processes, such as jets, to         
out-of-jet processes, or to both?

Chiara De Martin - QM2022 1

→ See also Francesca Ercolessi poster (Session 1 T14_1)

Zvi Citron HP2023 28 March 2023

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1140/epjc/s10052-017-4988-1


A Previous Hard-Soft Study: Two-particle 
correlations in Z Boson Tagged pp Collisions
• In a previous study we asked: Does 

the presence of a hard scattering in 
the collision change “something-like-
geometry” and consequently the 
observed “flow”?
• To answer we studied v2 via 2-

particle correlations in pp collisions 
‘tagged’ by a Z boson 
• The answer to above question is not 

really
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A Previous Hard-Soft Study: Two-particle 
correlations in Z Boson Tagged pp Collisions
• Developed techniques for HI-style 

analysis in high-luminosity pp collisions
• We learned how to look at all tracks in the 

event even with high pile-up conditions
• Starting thinking about where else this could 

be used … Upsilon mesons!
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3.5 Random selection procedure329

Random selection procedure used to construct Mixed (sub)event is schematically explained in Fig. 17.330

All events in sample are divided into classes according to their dnint/dz. Events that do not belong to

events 

Direct event 

à to buffer 

à to buffer 

à reject 

vertex veto cut 

track acceptance cut 

Figure 17: Schematic explanation of the random selection procedure. See text for details

331

the same dnint/dz class as the direct event are shown in figure with grey color and are not considered.332

For each i-th event in the sample with the PV at zi
vtx another event (or events) with index j are selected333

that belong to the same dnint/dz class. The PV coordinate z j
vtx in those events is required to satisfy334

condition |z j
vtx � zi

vtx| > 15 mm. This condition is shown with red band. Tracks belong to Mixed event335

if |(z j
0 � zi

vtx)sin(✓)| < 0.75 mm, shown with the blue band. No other selection is applied on the tracks.336

For example, an information about what vertices those tracks belong in the event is ignored. The mixing337

procedure is done on the run-by-run basis, i.e. a mixed event j corresponding to a direct event i is338

constructed from events within the same run. Use of dnint/dz and reduced zvtx or absolute (nint, zvtx)339

makes no di↵erence, however they are important when di↵erent runs are combined. Table 2 summarizes340

conditions used to build Mixed events.

Condition Value
Run from the same run as Direct
nint the same integer value as in Direct (before reduction)
zvtx identical to Direct
|�zvtx| > 15 mm between zvtx in both events
|w|  0.75 mm from the zvtx of the PV in Direct

Table 2: Conditions applied to construct Mixed events
341

Distributions of ntrk in di↵erent event categories is shown in Fig. 18 together with the mean values of342

those distributions. Black markers show the total number of tracks in event. Red marker show number343

tracks in Direct event and blue markers are tracks in Mixed events. Magenta markers are distribution of344

ntrk in non-PV vertices, Pileup events.345

August 24, 2017 – 22:43 19

Eur. Phys. J. C 80, 64 (2020)
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CMS Measurement of Υ(nS) and pp 
Multiplicity
• CMS results all the way back in 

2014 challenge this picture by 
showing a decrease in excited 
Υ states compared to the 
ground state vs pp multiplicity 
• More detailed measurements 

in 2020
• Including analysis of event 

geometry via spherocity, which 
suggests effect is connected 
with UE not jets

JHEP 04 (2014) 103
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CMS Measurement of Υ(nS) and pp 
Multiplicity
• CMS results all the way back in 

2014 challenge this picture by 
showing a decrease in excited 
Υ states compared to the 
ground state vs pp multiplicity 
• More detailed measurements 

in 2020
• Including analysis of event 

geometry via spherocity, which 
suggests effect is connected 
with UE not jets
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Figure 6. The ratios Υ(2S)/Υ(1S) and Υ(3S)/Υ(1S) are shown as a function of the track multi-
plicity Ntrack: in four categories based on the number of charged particles produced in a ∆R < 0.5
cone around the Υ direction (left), and in different intervals of charged particle transverse sphericity,
ST (right). The outer vertical bars represent the combined statistical and systematic uncertainties
in the ratios, while the horizontal bars give the uncertainty in

〈
Ntrack

〉
in each bin. Inner tick marks

show only the statistical uncertainty, both in the ratio and in
〈
Ntrack

〉
.

for the production of accompanying particles. On the other hand, it is also true that, if we

expect a suppression of the excited states at high multiplicity, it would also appear as a

shift in the mean number of particles for that state (because events at higher multiplicities

would be missing). Furthermore, if we consider only the events with 0 < ST < 0.55, where

none or little dependence on multiplicity is present, the mean number of charged particles

per event is exactly the same for the three Υ states (
〈
Ntrack

〉
= 22.4± 0.1). This suggests

that the different number of associated particles is not directly linked to the difference in

mass between the three states.

5 Summary

The measurement of ratios of the Υ(nS) → µ+µ− yields in proton-proton collisions at√
s = 7TeV, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 4.8 fb−1, collected with the

CMS detector at the LHC, are reported as a function of the number of charged particles

produced with pseudorapidity |ηtrack| < 2.4 and transverse momentum ptrackT > 0.4GeV. A

significant reduction of the Υ(2S)/Υ(1S) and Υ(3S)/Υ(1S) production ratios is observed

with increasing multiplicity. This result confirms the observation made in proton-proton

and proton-lead collisions at lower centre-of-mass energy [7], with increased precision. The

effect is present in different ranges of pµµT , but decreases with increasing pµµT . For pµµT >

7GeV, different observables are studied in order to obtain a better description of the

phenomenon in connection with the underlying event. No variation in the decrease of the

ratios is found by changing the azimuthal angle separation of the charged particles with

respect to the Υ momentum direction. The same applies when varying the number of
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in the four different categories, after this correction, are shown in figure 6 (left). The

dependence on the charged particle multiplicity is similar in all the categories and also

shows a flattening in the N∆R
track > 2 category, which is opposite to what would be expected

in the comover picture.

4.5 Transverse sphericity dependence

The transverse sphericity is a momentum-space variable, useful in distinguishing the dom-

inant physics process in the interaction. It is defined as:

ST ≡ 2λ2
λ1 + λ2

,

where λ1 > λ2 are the eigenvalues of the matrix constructed from the transverse momenta

components of the charged particles (labelled with the index i), linearised by the additional

term 1/pTi (following ref. [49]):

ST
xy =

1∑
i pTi

∑

i

1

pTi

(
p2xi pxipyi

pxipyi p2yi

)
.

By construction, an isotropic event has sphericity close to 1 (”high” sphericity), while

“jet-like” events have ST close to zero. For very low multiplicity, ST tends to take low

values, so its definition is inherently multiplicity dependent. The cross section ratio between

the Υ(nS) states is evaluated as a function of multiplicity in four transverse sphericity

intervals, 0–0.55, 0.55–0.70, 0.70–0.85, and 0.85–1.00. The resulting trends are shown in

figure 6 (right). In the low-sphericity region, the ratios remain nearly independent of

multiplicity, while the three bins with ST > 0.55 show a similar decrease as a function

of multiplicity. This observation suggests that the decrease in the ratios is an UE effect.

When the high multiplicity is due to the presence of jets or other localised objects and ST

is small, the decrease is absent. It can also help to explain why the multiplicity dependence

is almost flat at higher pµµT , as shown in figure 4. This is because low-sphericity events

have a higher pµµT on average.

4.6 Discussion

The impact of additional UE particles on the trend of the Υ cross section ratios to decrease

with multiplicity in pp and pPb collisions was pointed out in ref. [7]. In particular, it

was noted that the events containing the ground state had about two more tracks on

average than the ones containing the excited states. It was concluded that the feed-down

contributions cannot solely account for this feature. This is also seen in the present analysis,

where the Υ(1S) meson is accompanied by about one more track on average (
〈
Ntrack

〉
=

33.9 ± 0.1) than the Υ(2S) (
〈
Ntrack

〉
= 33.0 ± 0.1), and about two more than the Υ(3S)

(
〈
Ntrack

〉
= 32.0 ± 0.1). However, as seen in figure 6 (left), no significant change is seen

when keeping only events with no tracks within a cone along the Υ(nS) direction.

One could argue that, given the same energy of a parton collision, the lower mass of

the upsilon ground state compared to the excited states would leave more energy available

– 12 –

𝑆! = 0à jet-like
𝑆! = 1 à not jet-like
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Technical Fit Things

33

high-mass background intervals. This is given by Eq. (5).
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There are matrix elements that are explicitly set to zero, reflecting the fact that the contribution of some
physics processes to certain mass intervals are minimal and neglected. This matrix can be inverted to
determine %(P(=S)) from %(<``

= ) measured in the data.

Examples of the background-dominated distributions for =ch in mass intervals <``
0 and <

``
4 that are shown

with triangles in the right panel of Figure 1 are seen to be close to each other, in spite of the fact that %(<``
0 )

has a small admixture 501 of the contribution %(P(1S)). This supports using the side-band subtraction
method to reliably determine the shape of the background =ch distributions at any <

``. Transformation by
the matrix given by Eq 5 can be seen as the transition between the curves with open and closed markers of
the same shape. These are shown for <``

1 and <
``
3 intervals as having the largest and the smallest signal

contributions, respectively. =ch distributions for the three P(=S) states are shown with full markers. These
distributions have visibly di�erent mean values. All =ch distributions have contributions coming from the
PU that is shown only forP(3S) with hatched markers because all PU contributions have the same shape.

The accuracy of the procedure is checked using pseudo-experiments. High-statistics MC samples are
produced for all signal =ch distributions and for the background. Shapes of the simulated distributions in
the pseudo-experiment are matched to be close to the data. Those distributions are then used to produce
distributions %(<``

= ) that are then used as an input to the procedure described above. This is done for all
?
``
T measured in the analysis. At most, 1% deviations are observed for the three P(=S) states from the

simulated signal distributions. The di�erence between reconstructed and actual values is included in the
systematic uncertainties.

Fits and the background removal procedure are performed in each ?
``
T interval and for each trigger. The

PU contribution varies with ?
``
T due to the changing mixture of triggers, but is otherwise constant in <

``.
Kinematic distributions for P(=S) and for the PU contribution measured with di�erent triggers in each
?
``
T interval are summed up and subtracted from each other. For measuring h=chi distributions, they are

first averaged and then subtracted.

There are three primary sources of systematic uncertainties that a�ect the charged particle multiplicity
and kinematic distributions measured in the analysis. The first includes factors related to the performance
of the ID tracking system - material uncertainties and the physics model used in simulation [36]. The
second source of systematic uncertainties, which is the dominant contribution in the total uncertainty
at low ?

``
T , includes factors coming from the uncertainties and assumptions made in the P(=S) signal

extraction. They are evaluated by varying the parameters of the fitting function, by changing the limits of
invariant mass intervals shown in the left panel of Figure 1, where the charged distributions are extracted,
and by performing the analysis in |H`` | < 1.05 where the detector momentum resolution for the muons is
higher. In addition, the signal extraction procedure is tested using MC-based pseudo-experiments, which
have distributions closely matched to the data. The last source of systematic uncertainties includes PU
subtraction, detector stability and misreconstructed track production. Since the PU conditions varied
significantly over the time of the data taking, these are considered together and assigned a common
uncertainty. This uncertainty is studied by examining collisions with di�erent PU conditions and evaluating

8

The factors which determine whether the ATLAS detector reconstructs the P meson are the fiducial
acceptance, muon reconstruction e�ciency, and di-muon trigger e�ciency. The muon reconstruction
e�ciencies and di-muon trigger e�ciencies are obtained using simulated events. The muon reconstruction
e�ciency is defined as the product of the probability of a muon reconstructed as an ID track to also be
reconstructed in the MS and the probability that a muon is reconstructed as an ID track [33]. The latter
cannot be measured directly and is replaced by the conditional probability that a muon reconstructed by
the MS is also reconstructed by the ID independently. To cover possible di�erences between data and
simulation, the e�ciency values calculated in simulation are corrected by scale factors which are the ratios
of measured and simulated e�ciencies obtained using the tag-and-probe method [30, 33].

The trigger ine�ciency for a di-muon pair factorizes as the product of the two single muon trigger
e�ciencies, a term which depends on the distance between two muons, and a term that accounts for the
loss due to online cuts applied to a pair, such as on the invariant mass, vertex fit quality, etc. [31]. The
e�ciencies are obtained from MC simulation and are corrected by the corresponding scale factors.

The fiducial acceptance for P ! `` decays is defined as the probability that the decay products fall within
the fiducial volume, characterized by ?

`
T and [

` thresholds, for a given transverse momentum and rapidity
of an P(=S) state. The fiducial acceptance correction is evaluated from a fast MC simulation of P(=S)
decays and applied as a weight to a dimuon pair with the corresponding reconstructed values of ?``

T and
H
`` in 0.1 GeV-wide slices of <``. Triggers are corrected to a fiducial acceptance corresponding to the

nominal values of the trigger thresholds.

Only primary charged particles, with ?T between 0.5 and 10 GeV, and |[ | < 2.5, are considered in the
analysis. These are defined as particles with average lifetime g > 0.3 ⇥ 10�10s and produced directly in the
interaction or those from decays of particles with a shorter lifetime. Charged particles are identified as
tracks reconstructed in the ID. Tracks are required to pass a set of quality requirements in the ID according
to the track reconstruction model [34], and to have ?T and [ in the same range defined as the charged
particle acceptance. Muon tracks coming from P decays are used only to reconstruct the P state and
not counted as charged particles. Correction weights applied to the tracks account for two factors, the
probability of the track to be lost and the probability of the track to be produced by a non-primary particle.
The weights are derived from simulated events, and their dependence on track ?T, [, and the di-muon
vertex position is taken into account. The vertex position is considered because PU conditions are sensitive
to it. Only tracks which fall within 0.5 mm from the averaged vertex position in the transverse direction
and within 0.75 mm from the position of the vertex associated with muons in longitudinal directions are
considered. The latter conditions significantly reduce the number of PU tracks selected for the analysis, but
do not eliminate them completely. Following the analysis detailed in Ref. [16], an additional event sample
is created which contains events identical to the PU component present in the data. These events are used
to correct PU contributions to the analysis.

An example of the invariant mass distribution of the muon pair is shown in the left panel of Figure 1. It
is fitted to a function that contains contributions for signal and background; the latter is predominantly
composed of di-jets and Drell-Yan.

fit (<) =
’
=S

#P (=S)�= (<) + #bkg�bkg(<) (1)

�= (<) = (1 � l=)⇠⌫= (<) + l=⌧= (<)

�bkg(<) =
3’
8=0

08 (< � <0)8; 00 = 1

5

two additional variables commonly denoted ? and U, are responsible for the degree of the power-law tail
and the point at which the function flips from the Gaussian to a power law. Term # and its components ⇠
and ⇡ are responsible for the normalization of the ⇠⌫ function.

Signal functions are first fit to the MC simulations of three P(=S) states and the parameters of the fits are
studied as a function of ?``

T . Fits with constraints determined from the MC simulations are then applied to
the data. Parameters that cannot be precisely extracted from the data, namely ?, U, and l, are fixed to the
values obtained from simulations. For other parameters, the ?

``
T dependencies found in the simulated

events are replaced with ?
``
T dependencies found in the data. Overall good agreement for fit parameters

is found between the data and MC simulation. Finally, in the fits that are further used in the analysis
only mass positions of the P(=S) peaks, their yields #P (=S) , and #bkg are left as free parameters. All
others are parametrized as smooth functions of ?``

T and are fixed in the fits to the invariant mass. Peak
positions are left free because they are fully consistent with weak dependencies observed in the MC without
being constrained. This procedure significantly reduced statistical uncertainties in the fits and correlations
between the fit parameters that are left free.

An example of the fit is shown in the left panel of Figure 1 which presents the breakdown of di�erent
contributions, determined from the fit to the data.

The charged particle multiplicity and kinematic distributions, generally denoted as %, are measured in
the data in 5 di-muon invariant mass intervals [8.2, 9.0], [9.1, 9.7], [9.8, 10.1], [10.2, 10.6], [11.0, 11.5]
given in units of GeV and denoted in the left panel of Figure 1 as <``

= , where = = 0 – 4. Distributions in
the lower and upper intervals %(<``

0 ) and %(<``
4 ) are dominated by background and the three middle

intervals have significant contributions coming from one of the P(=S) states. Several examples of %(<``
= )

measured for =ch are shown in the right panel of Figure 1 with open markers.

Fits shown in the left panel allow determining signal and background contributions in the intervals = = 0 –
4 to disentangle distributions associated with di�erent P(=S) states. Charged particle distributions coming
from collisions withP(=S) in the mass intervals <``

: with = = : are denoted as B= and contributions in the
intervals = < : as 5=: , they are calculated according to Eq. (3).

B= =

Ø
<``

=
#⌥(=S)�= (<) 3<Ø
<``

=
fit (<) 3<

5=: =

Ø
<``

=
#⌥(:S)�: (<) 3<Ø
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=
fit (<) 3<

(3)

To assess the background contribution underneath the P(=S) peaks, the side-band subtraction method [35]
is used. The contribution of the background in the =-th mass interval is taken as a weighted sum
:=%0 + (1 � :=)%4 of the background distributions in mass intervals <

``
0 and <

``
4 . Coe�cient := is

calculated according to Eq. 4.

:= =
h�bkg (<)i |<``

4
� h�bkg (<)i |<``

=

h�bkg (<)i |<``
4

� h�bkg (<)i |<``
0

(4)

Thus %(<``
= ) distributions measured in 5 mass intervals can be presented in the form of a matrix that links

them to the contributions coming from P(=S) collisions as well as from the background in the low- and
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Systematics Summary

34

residual discrepancies between the expectation based on the PU track estimator [37] and the mean number
of measured tracks. Since the sources of all uncertainties are independent, the resulting uncertainty is
obtained by adding their values in quadrature. The resulting total systematic uncertainty depends on the
state of the P(=S) and ?

``
T . Uncertainties are propagated on all measured variables and are presented for

h=chi in Table 1.

?
``
T  4 GeV 4 < ?

``
T  12 GeV 12 < ?

``
T  30 GeV ?

``
T > 30 GeV

P(1S) 0.5 – 0.6 0.5 – 0.7 0.7 – 0.8 0.8 – 0.9
P(2S) 0.6 – 0.6 0.5 – 0.7 0.7 – 0.8 0.8 – 1.0
P(3S) 0.9 – 1.3 0.5 – 0.8 0.7 – 0.8 0.8 – 0.9
P(1S) �P(2S) 0.11 – 0.15 0.06 – 0.10 0.12 – 0.21 0.2 – 0.5
P(1S) �P(3S) 0.6 – 0.9 0.14 – 0.36 0.14 – 0.15 0.16 – 0.19

Table 1: Systematic uncertainties for measurements of h=chi and their di�erences for di�erent P(=S) states and for
the di�erence between h=chi measured for P(1S) �P(=S). The values are the number of charged particles with
0.5  ?T < 10 GeV and |[ | < 2.5.

4 Results

Figure 2 shows kinematic distributions of charged particles measured in collisions with P(=S) states. The
left panel shows the ?T distributions and the right panel distributions of the azimuthal angle between the
directions of the particles and the P-meson (�q). Cross-shaped markers show distributions measured in
collisions with P(1S) meson, whereas other markers show the subtracted distributions, i.e., the di�erences
between the results measured in collisions with P(1S) and higher P(=S) states, P(1S) �P(2S) with open
markers andP(1S) �P(3S) with full markers. The distributions are shown for several intervals of ?``

T .

Predictions from P����� 8 MC simulations of the same quantities are also shown as lines. Simulated
results for the subtracted distributions are first scaled to have the integral as in the data with the sameP(=S)
state and then subtracted from each other. Solid lines are P����� 8 predictions that include feed-down
decays [38], which are decays of a higher mass particle to a lower-mass particle, between di�erent P(=S)
states, and dashed lines are the same predictions but excluding these feed-down events.

The charged particle ?T distributions in P(1S) collisions get significantly harder with increasing P

momentum. Also the �q distributions develop a "near-side” peak around �q = 0, and an "away-side” peak
around �q = c. These features which reflect the presence of a jet are qualitatively expected and the P�����
8 prediction generally reproduces them well. However, the simulations have less activity than data at lower
P(1S) ?``

T , and underestimate the near-side region of the �q distribution. A similar mismatch between
data and Pythia8 was reported in Ref. [39]. The transverse momentum distributions of charged particles
are softer than in the data, which may be related to the deficit of particles in the near-side region.

In all measured ?
``
T intervals, the subtracted distributions are above zero. Up to the highest measured

?
``
T interval, the subtracted ?T distributions are more consistent in shape with distributions measured in

the lowest ?``
T interval of P(1S), rather than to the distributions in their ?``

T interval. Above 30 GeV the
P(1S) �P(3S) subtracted ?T-distribution gets harder, and peaks appear around �q = 0 and �q = c. The
P����� 8 predictions, if feed-down decays from excited P states to lower-level P states are included, show
similar features to the data.
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ALICE result on forward (normalized) Υ 2𝑆 /Υ 1𝑆 vs (normalized) tracks at midrapidity 

Looks flat unlike CMS, but must be careful about sensitivity of observables

A direct answer should come from Δ𝜂 – analysis

Does the rapidity matter?
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